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Boundary and Annexation Survey (BAS) 

 Annual, voluntary survey to collection legal status and 
boundary updates for tribal, state, and local governments. 

 

 Boundary updates submitted as part of the BAS must be 
legally in effect on or before January 1st of each BAS year. 

 

 Boundary updates submitted March 1st are reflected in the 
American Community Survey and Population Estimates data. 

 

 Boundary updates submitted by May 31st are reflected in the 
following year’s BAS materials (digital files and paper maps) 
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Boundary and Annexation Survey (BAS) 

 Governmental Units (GUs) included in the BAS: 
 Counties 
 Minor Civil Divisions (MCDs) 
 Incorporated Places 
 Consolidated Cities (e.g. Louisville/Jefferson County) 
 American Indian reservations and federally recognized off-reservation trust 

lands 
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Boundary and Annexation Survey (BAS) 

 Why do we conduct the BAS? 
 Ensure that population and housing counts are assigned to the correct 

geography in all Census Bureau products. 

 Support the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-16 
 Collecting and maintain boundaries for legal areas 

 Geo.data.gov 

 The National Map (http://nationalmap.gov/) 

 Present statistics for various censuses and surveys: 
 American Community Survey (ACS)   

 Population Estimates Program (PEP) 

 Economic Census 

 Decennial Census Programs 
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Data Standardization 
 



Why standardized data is important 

 Decreases the amount of time the Census Bureau has to 
spend processing each file 

 The automated tools require shapefiles to be in a specific 
format 
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Methods 

The Old        vs       The New 



The Old 

 Participant submits a changes shapefile containing change 
polygons 

 The Census Bureau receives the shapefile 
 The Census Bureau manually creates a work package using 

ARC 
 Create a working folder for the entity 
 Add submission files 
 Add live partnership shapefiles 
 Open BAS template and connect all necessary shapefiles 

 Approximate running time, 45-60 min 
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The Old 

 Process submission 
 Export processed shapefiles to be placed in the Geographic 

Acquis-base Topological Real-time Editing System (GATRES) 
 Open shapefiles in GATRES and manually digitize changes 
 Approximate running time varies depending on the size of 

the file. 
 Total time spent on the average file, 90-120 min 
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The New 

 Participant submits a changes shapefile containing change 
polygons 

 Preprocessing 
 5-10 min 

 Processing 
 Processing time varies depending on the size of the file.  Usually 5 to 

10 percent faster than the old process. 

 FFUS 
 CHEAPET 
 Total time spent on the average file, 60 – 80 min 
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Preprocessing 



Preprocessing (Cont.) 

 The Census Bureau runs the preprocessing script 
 Creates working folder for the entity 
 Imports submission files 
 Scans submission files for various errors 

 Missing fields 
 Missing attributes 
 Files named improperly 

 Downloads and imports live partnership shapefiles for comparison 
purposes 

 Creates an mxd and links all necessary files 
 Approximate running time, 5-10 min 
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Processing 



Processing 

 The Census Bureau opens and reviews the previously created mxd 
 Fix errors caught by the preprocessing script 

 Missing attributes such as Name, Relate, Change Type etc 

 Scan the file for errors that would not be caught by the 
preprocessing script 
 Snapping errors 
 Changes effecting a neighboring entity 
 Legal changes listed as boundary corrections 

 Fix all remaining errors and proceed to creating files to be run 
through FFUS. 

 Processing time varies depending on the size of the file.  Usually 5 
to 10 percent faster than the old process. 
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Processing (Cont.) 

 Open the newly created mxd and scan for snapping issues 
and errors in the attributes tables. 
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Missing Attributes 

17 



Unsnapped Boundary Changes 
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Feature Framework Update 
System (FFUS) 



FFUS 

 Once a submission has completed the preprocessing and 
processing stages, the changes are ready to be inserted into the 
MTDB, starting with the FFUS process. 

 The FFUS edge creation tool is run 
 Compares the change polygons to what is currently in our database 
 Takes all necessary edges to be added and places them in a new FFUS edges 

shapefile 

 The processor runs the FFUS edge review tool 
 Reviews the FFUS edges shapefile and determines if each edge should be added 

or reshaped 
 The tool outputs shapefiles, one containing all the edges to be added and one 

containing all the edges to be reshaped. 
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FFUS (Cont.) 

 The shapefile containing the reshapes is added to GATRES 
and reshaped manually 

 The shapefile containing the adds is submitted to the FFUS 
 Once FFUS has run and the reshapes have been completed, 

the FFUS QC script is run. 
 Compares the FFUS edges shapefiles to what is currently in the MTDB and reports 

any errors 
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Census Headquarters Edit Area 
Polygon Equivalency Table 

(CHEAPET) 



CHEAPET 

 The Census Bureau 
 A Polygon Equivalency Table is a topological approach to changing 

our geography. Our database is topologically integrated, meaning 
that our statistical boundaries such as cities or townships are 
defined not as a list of coordinates, but rather as a sum of 
topological face primitives. The CHEAPET process that we use for 
BAS essentially converts our change polygons, which do not align 
precisely with the geometry in our Tiger database, into a list of 
faces, which match up to our database essentially as a one-to-one 
table join. 
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